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GROUP FAQ
What are the classes like?

We strive to create a relaxed atmosphere for guests to explore their creative side.
There’ll be an intro on M.Y.O, an overview of the class and we’ll then get into

techniques and tips to help you make your masterpieces. The teacher will give lots
of encouragement and 1-to-1 advice throughout (we try not to overload the intro

with information), whilst providing enough space for you to explore and experiment.
You should feel comfortable enough to ask any questions or to try new things

throughout the session - the studio will be yours after all! 
 

Can I bring my own drinks with me, what is the BYOB policy?
All our classes are B.Y.O.B (Bring Your Own Booze), so feel free to bring Prosecco,
wine, beer etc! We have plenty of glasses, bottle openers and fridge space. Note -
we don’t have a freezer, so bring ice if you need it. Tea and coffee is also included. 

 
Can I bring or order in food?

For sure, just let us know. We have plenty of plates, napkins and cutlery. If you’d like
food or drinks to be delivered in advance (e.g. snacks, nibbles, crisps) or if you’d like
to order in hot food during the session, that’s no problem - email Hello@MYO.Place
and we can arrange. Generally, it's best for food to arrive 45mins to 1 hour into the

session, to allow for everything to get into the creativity first. 
 

Is there music?
Yep, we are registered with PRS and you can play music from the studio Kindle and

speakers or hook your phone up. 
 

Can I decorate the studio for my group booking?
Of course, just drop an email to Hello@MYO.Place and we’ll arrange a time before

the class for you to come in - ideally within 30 minutes of the class, but sometimes it
can be done the day before if no classes on in the mean time. 

 
Please read on...
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How do I pay the balance that is owed?
If you’re a company, we usually issue a balancing invoice after the session (like the
deposit) or the week of the session, although you are welcome to pay the balance

by card on the day. If you’re a hen party, baby shower or birthday etc, we prefer to
take payment of the balance on the day, so let the host know when ready to pay

before or after the session. We use iZettle, so can accept all cards or cash. Guests
can pay individually or you can pay in one payment for the group. We can also issue

an invoice the week of the session if you'd like to not worry about paying on the
day.

 
Do I need to do anything before the session?

It could be handy to check out the relevant photo album for the session you’re
attending, so you can get some ideas in advance. Check out the Facebook photo

albums @MYOLondon on Facebook and feel free to circulate to guests the
relevant one to your session - it helps build the excitement too!  If you’d like us to

print off some inspiration or pictures to do with a particular theme, e-mail us in
advance and we can arrange. If the number of guests has changed, please let your
organiser know on GetCreative@MYO.Place. This helps with set up. Generally, if

numbers drop to below 8 guests, a space hire fee may apply. 
 

What happens after the class? 
If you’ve done painted ceramics or a pottery based class, a glazing or kiln firing may
be required. We aim to do this within 10 working days of the session and will email
you to let you know when to collect (your host will take email addresses at the end
of the class if relevant). Otherwise, you’re free to go and we hope you feel relaxed

and proud of what you have made!
 

If you have any questions we haven't covered here, just drop us an email on
GetCreative@MYO.Place. 

 
We can’t wait to get creative with you!

 
Sam, Diana, Kirsty and the M.Y.O Team
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https://www.facebook.com/pg/MYOlondon/photos

